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The Research Calculating Standard Education Cost Needed 
to Operate NCS based curriculum at Secondary 
Specialized Highschool
Young-Min Lee, Jae-Young An, In-Yeup Kim
1. Research Overview
After the minister of Education developed National level NCS based on 
secondary specialized highschool curriculum, it made an official announcement 
September, 2015.
As 2009 revised curriculum turned into NCS based secondary specialized 
highschool curriculum, existing 5 affiliates restructured 17 subjects group and 62 
standard departments revised 47 standard departments. Also contents of 
education changed academic system into industrial based working level. 
As under curriculum in secondary specialized highschool curriculum changed 
like this, it is necessary to consider a countermeasure about cost estimation 
required to perform education activities under new curriculum, establishment of 
target to get education fund, devising methods of fund supply, and efficient 
distribution and application of funds procured
As part of such a countermeasure, this research was performed in order to 
create a model for calculating proper standard education fund to be required in 
operating NCS based curriculum at secondary specialized vocational highschool. 
And then it was done to calculate the scale of standard education fund to be 
required in operating each representative departments of 17 subject groups on 
the basis of this model. Finally, it was to suggest meaningful policy methods 
about establishment and distribution of standard education fund for operating 
NCS based curriculum.
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2. Research Result
A. The model calculating the standard education cost for operating NCS 
based secondary specialized highschool curriculum. 
The model calculating the standard education cost for operating NCS based 
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B. Result of standard education cost
1) Result of Calculation of standard education cost for each practical subject 
on departments
Fiduciary on 6 class, if we describe from the largest, standard education cost 
of for each practical subject on departments was 856,567 thousand won, for 
mechanical engineering department, 805,698 thousand won, for electricity 
department and 633,147 thousand won, for chemical department. If we describe 
from the smallest, business and office work department was 181,372 thousand 
won, for information and computer department, 217,991 thousand won, and for 
industrial facility department, 286,780 thousand won. 
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2) Result of Calculation of integral standard education cost for each practical 
subject and basic subjects on departments
Fiduciary on 6 class, the biggest integral standard education cost was 994,819 
thousand won for mechanical engineering department, next smaller was 517,859 
thousand won for animal resources department, and next smaller was 225,561 
thousand won for business and office work department. 
3. Suggestion of policy
Policy proposals suggested as a result of this research are the following. First 
of all, government_level policy research of all components constituting standard 
education funds in order to operate NCS based curriculum at secondary 
specialized highschool will be performed periodically. 
Second, subsequent research to calculate standard education fund will be 
performed with all kinds of basic subjects and practical subjects.
Third, government, Ministry of Education, will have to set up a goal and 
make strategies to procure education fund on the base of the result of this 
research
Fourth, the criteria of delivery for financial grants for local education of 17 
provincial education office will change affiliation base into NCS department 
base.
Finally, the policy to consider a countermeasure about preparing expensive 
facilities and materials according to operate NCS based curriculum will be 
needed, and the policy to restructure specialized highschool to be classified 
affiliation base into subjects groups base will be needed. 
